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Much research has investigated the utility of motion for face perception and recognition; however,
the question of how motion influences the way in which faces are processed has been less well
studied. Recent studies claiming to test holistic processing for moving faces using the composite
task have failed to present faces in the same format (that is, static or dynamic) at both study and
test. In this study, we asked participants to learn faces in motion as well as test with composite
faces in motion, as compared to static faces at learning and test. We also tested inverted conditions
in order to determine the contribution of the motion signal per se to performance. We found a
clear composite effect for upright static and upright dynamic faces, and there was no significant
difference in the magnitude of those effects as measured by naming reaction time (RT), inverse
efficiency or baseline corrected RT. Further, there was no evidence of composite or motion
effects in the inverted conditions, ruling out use of the motion signal itself as an explanation of
performance. Together, these results show that upright faces in motion are processed holistically
in a similar manner to static faces.

